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ABSTRACT

The binding of proteins to DNA frequently causes significant bending or
distortion of the nucleic acid crucial for biological function. The electrostatic
energies and forces involved in such distortions are examined with a
combination of a molecular mechanics force field and continuum solvation
methods. The flexibility of DNA is included by way of its normal modes, which
are calculated and described in detail for one structure. The electrostatic force
caused by docking a hydrophobic model protein in the major and minor grooves,
the force caused by introducing charge into this docked protein, and the force of
substituting sets of phosphates with neutral isosters are all computed and
analyzed. The strength of the phosphate-phosphate electrostatic interactions of
free DNA in solvent is also assessed, and the effects that binding the ETS1 and
SRY proteins to their operators has on these interactions is examined.

Thesis Supervisor: Bruce Tidor

Title: Assistant Professor of Chemistry
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Continuum Electrostatic Analysis of DNA Bending

Introduction

Central to deoxyribonucleic acid's (DNA) role as carrier and controller of

genetic information is the molecule's flexibility. The bending and twisting

caused by protein binding and revealed with such techniques as electrophoretic

gel-shift and cyclization assays plays a crucial role in regulatory sequence

recognition and in the formation of multiple-component structures for control

of transcription (van der Vliet and Verrijzer, 1993; Harrington, 1992). Despite the

fact that detailed analysis of X-ray crystal and NMR structures of both free DNA

and protein-DNA complexes (Young et al., 1995; Suzuki and Yagi, 1995;

Dickerson et al., 1996; El Hassan and Calladine, 1996) has revealed many of the

local, sequence-specific properties of DNA distortions - kinks, rolls, and

intercalations - much basic information remains unknown about the energetics

of complex formation and exactly how protein binding facilitates or forces the

structural distortions observed.

For instance, the importance of the highly charged phosphate backbone

has been recognized for some time. Rich was the first to propose that

neutralization of phosphates on one side DNA wrapped around the histone

proteins may be the source of bending (Mirzabekov and Rich, 1979), and these

ideas were seemingly recently confirmed by Strauss and Maher (1994), who

observed bending in DNA asymmetrically substituted with neutral phosphate

analogs. Manning and coworkers have extensively studied the effects that

counterions have in partially neutralizing the negative charges in DNA,
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particularly with regard to bending (Manning, 1978; Manning et al., 1989).

However, Honig and others have used continuum models (for a review, see

Honig and Nicholls, 1995) to reveal the effectiveness of aqueous solvent in

screening the interactions of the phosphates with themselves and the rest of the

DNA (Jayaram et al., 1989; Friedman and Honig, 1992), possibly lessening their

potential to cause curvature upon asymmetric neutralization.

The role of interactions across the binding interface is also unknown.

While the surfaces' shape complementarity seems logical, the function of the

frequently seen charge complementarity is more poorly understood. The

protein-DNA hydrogen bonds and salt bridges might make binding favorable,

particularly for certain DNA sequences, but the extent of their structural, bend-

inducing effects is unknown and could be central in dictating the final DNA

conformation. Unexpected interactions may also be quite significant. Several

authors have argued that the displacement of solvent necessitated by binding

protein could produce forces that significantly distort the DNA structure

(Travers, 1995; Werner et al., 1996), and a recent theoretical study combining

continuum solvation with molecular dynamics has substantiated this (Elcock

and McCammon, 1996).

In this work, we analyze the electrostatic energies and forces of DNA

distortions caused by binding proteins. A 14-base pair length of DNA was studied

in an all-atom model using the CHARMM parameters. First, the B-DNA

structure was energy minimized using molecular mechanics, and its normal

modes calculated. Then, solvent effects were introduced using a continuum

model, and the strength of the electrostatic interactions between groups of atoms

in the solvated DNA calculated using the DelPhi program. Finally, the

electrostatic force caused by three types of hypothetical perturbations to DNA -

docking an entirely hydrophobic model protein (whose only electrostatic effects
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were due to the displacement of high-dielectric solvent by low-dielectric protein),

introducing charge into that protein, and directly neutralizing selected

phosphates without displacing solvent - were calculated. The forces, projected

onto the lowest-frequency normal modes, were computed by finite-differences.

The emphasis here is on analyzing the direction and origin of the forces,

estimating their effects on bending and distorting the DNA, highlighting the

differences between effects due to proteins that bind in the major versus the

minor groove, and comparing the three types of perturbations to one another.

The energetics of two actual protein-DNA complexes in which the

proteins bind in the minor groove and bend the DNA to compress the major

groove were also analyzed. The effect on inter-phosphate repulsion due to the

human etsl oncogene product ETS1 and the high mobility group (HMG) domain

protein SRY to their operators was calculated via the scheme in Figure 1.

Examining the differences due to binding straight versus bent DNA (Fig. 1,

changes 1 and 3) gave insight into how the inter-phosphate repulsion due to

solvent displacement on binding is minimized by DNA distortion.

Methods

The 14GC structure and normal modes

The structure of the 14-base pair alternating sequence

d[GCGCGCGCGCGCGC]2 (referred to here as 14GC) was built in the B-DNA

conformation using Quanta (version 4.0, distributed by Molecular Simulations

Inc., 16 New England Executive Park, Burlington, MA 01803-5297). This length

of DNA is one of the shortest in which the central phosphates have both minor

and major groove partners. The terminal phosphates were replaced by

hydroxyls, resulting in a model with 880 atoms and a total charge of -26e.
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Molecular mechanics calculations were carried out with a modified version of

the CHARMM computer program (version 24bl; Brooks et al., 1983) using

standard all-atom DNA parameters (version 6.4; MacKerell et al., 1995). The

DNA structure was subjected to energy minimization using a number of

different treatments for the non-bonded electrostatic interactions. The default

non-bonded scheme (with a switched cutoff between 8 and 12 A and e =1) was

one treatment used, and £=1, 4, r, and 4r, all with no non-bonded cutoff were

also used. Two thousand steps using the steepest descent algorithm were

followed by steps using the ABNR algorithm until the RMS gradient was less

than 10- 5 kcal/(mol-A). Normal-mode eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the

e =4r minimum were calculated by diagonalizing the mass-weighted second-

derivative matrix and normalized in the standard way (Wilson et al., 1980;

Brooks and Karplus, 1983). All matrix algebra was done using the numerical

computation package Matlab (version 4.2c; distributed by The MathWorks Inc., 24

Prime Park Way, Natick, MA 01760).

Three tools were used to facilitate analysis of the normal modes (and

forces, see below). First, trajectory files were created from the Cartesian versions

of the eigenvectors to display the motion described by each mode. Structures

were also plotted using the Ribbons program (version 2.0; Carson and Bugg, 1986;

Carson, 1987) to illustrate structural changes due to each mode, and finally, the

Dials and Windows program (version 1.0; Ravishanker et al., 1989; Lavery and

Sklenar, 1988) was employed to quantify motion into inter-base, intra-base, and

helical axis-junction parameters.

Electrostatic free energies and forces on DNA

Solvent effects on electrostatic interactions were described in a continuum

model by using solutions to the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation,
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V. (e(F)V (F))+ 4rcp '(F)/ kT- e(F)I •2 (F)q(F) = 0 (1)

where F is the position vector, E(F) is the position-dependent dielectric constant,

ic(F) is the inverse Debye length (K = 1/ A = 88re2 I kT where e is the proton

charge, I is the bulk ionic strength, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the

absolute temperature), O(F) is the dimensionless electrostatic potential

(0 = (pe/kT, where (p is the electrostatic potential), and pf(F) is the charge density

due to fixed charges (i.e., the point charges of the DNA). This equation was

solved numerically on a 65x65x65-point 3-dimensional grid using finite-

difference techniques (Warwicker and Watson, 1982) and a modified version of

the DelPhi computer program (version 3.0; Gilson and Honig, 1988; Gilson et al.,

1988; Sharp and Honig, 1990a). The DNA interior was assigned a dielectric

constant of 4, the solvent was assigned 80, and an ionic strength of 0.145 M was

used beyond a 2-A Stern ion-exclusion layer (Bockris and Reddy, 1973; Gilson and

Honig, 1987) outside the macromolecule and zero elsewhere. The total

electrostatic energy was obtained from the expression,

AGelectrostatic total q, sp(i) q vation (i) + • [ovation () + oulomb (2)
= 2 i=1 j i

where N is the total number of atoms, q, is the charge on atom i, (p(i) is the total

electrostatic potential at atom i, (pt-iao• (i) refers to the potential at point i caused

by the continuum solvent's reaction (frequently called the reaction field) to the
charge of atom i or j, and pcoulomb(i) is the potential at point i calculated by the

Coulomb's law (with E= Ei,,=4) interaction with atom j.

CHARMM was used to calculate all (pcoulomb terms, which excluded

interactions between atoms sharing a covalent bond or bond angle. Trial runs in

which 1-2 and 1-3 coulombic interactions were included produced similar

overall conclusions (see Results); 1-4 electrostatic interactions were always

included in the CHARMM energy function. DelPhi was used to calculate the
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(sum of the) psovatfion terms, and the "grid energy" (a non-zero self-energy of each

charged atom even when there is no dielectric boundary) was canceled by

subtracting the total energies (or (p(i)'s where appropriate) from two DelPhi

calculations with the same grid placement - usually [se,,=4, e,,=4, ionic

strength=0.0 M] from [4, 80, 0.145 M] to obtain the solvation energy. Dummy

atoms were placed in a cube just outside the macromolecules to ensure the

placement of the charged atoms on the grid for these two runs was identical.

The electrostatic force caused by a perturbation to the DNA was calculated

as the difference between the forces acting on the DNA molecule before and after

the change. Using protein docking as an example,

F(protein docking) = F(docked) - F(free) (3)

As the total electrostatic energy has two components (Eq. 2), so does each force:

F(protein docking) = (coulomb docked) + F (docked) - rculomb (free) - Oi(free)

= pcoulomb(protein docking) + Fsolvaton(protein docking) (4)

The pcoulomb were evaluated by CHARMM as minus the gradient of the

electrostatic energy with e=4, then projected onto the normal modes. Each

psolva t
ion was obtained by finite differences (Gilson et al., 1993) using DelPhi along

the normal-mode directions,

solvation dAG olvatio"= AGolvatio" (x - Ax) - AGsolvatiO" (x + Ax)

OF - 2.(5Ax

where Ax is a small step. Steps along the normal modes were taken such that

the maximum any atom moved was 0.05 A. The response to the force caused by

a perturbation was calculated as the vector sum of the components of the force

along each normal mode divided by the normal mode's eigenvalue (see Results).

Use of the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation permits the calculation

of the interaction energy between two atoms or groups of atoms I and J:
Gelectrostatic 1 o [ vation couomb ]

AGectrat i= - qi p (i) + omb (i) (6)
2 iel j6J,j#i
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For calculations of this sort, the I group was charged and the solvation

component of the potential at the J group computed by DelPhi (by the difference

of two calculations, see above) and added to the coulombic interaction. It was

found that for distant groups (separation >10 A with the grid spacings used here),

the difference in total potential at J between this two-step procedure and the

result from a single DelPhi calculation was negligible. The effective dielectric

constant between groups was calculated as the coulombic interaction with E=1

divided by the total interaction energy from the above equation (with e , =4,

eext =80, etc.).

Trial calculations were also performed solving the non-linear Poisson-

Boltzmann equation (Sharp and Honig, 1990b) using the expression for the total

energy (Luty et al., 1992),

electr1static t Ntal q1 Ni\ q .(F ) 1 qpAGe ectrostaticott- = q2 - p(i) + L + AH(f) dV

1 N=- 1 qi-(O(i) + I. 1. [e. p(m)-sinh (m)-kT(2cosh (m)+2)] (7)

2 i= ion-accessible
gridpoints m

where the first term in each line is simply Eq. 2 (this is the only term when the

linear equation is used), qm(F) is the position-dependent net mobile-ion charge

concentration, AFI(F) is the excess osmotic pressure, V. is the volume per grid

point in the DelPhi run, and p(m) and 0(m) are the potential and dimensionless

potential at the grid point m. These calculations produced results for the forces

along the normal modes very similar to those from the linear equation, as did

other calculations performed at zero ionic strength, where the linear and non-

linear equations are identical (see Results).

For all DelPhi calculations, the reported results represent the average of 11

random rotations and translations of the DNA on the grid, and error bars are

twice the standard deviation of the mean, which reflects uncertainty due to the

granularity of the grid but not any systematic errors that may be present. As the
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finite-difference force calculations require substantial accuracy, DelPhi was

modified to run completely in double precision (64-bit representation of all

floating point numbers). The dielectric boundary was the molecular "contact"

surface (Richards, 1977), i.e., the surface contacted by a probe of radius 1.4 A rolled

across the van der Waals surface, and it was calculated using a program written

for this purpose (C. V. Sindelar and B. Tidor, unpublished) according to the

method of Connolly (1983a, b). A focusing scheme was employed where the

result of a calculation with screened coulombic boundary conditions in which

the DNA filled 23% of the grid was used to obtain the boundary conditions for a

92% fill calculation (Klapper et al., 1986). However, some non-linear calculations

did not converge at 23% fill, so a 46% fill initial calculation was used instead; for

cases where both converged, the difference in total energy for the 92% fill

computation was found to be less than 0.1 kcal/mol. A smoothing algorithm

was employed to better represent the dielectric boundary on the grid lattice

(Mohan et al., 1992; Davis and McCammon, 1991). This involved assigning

dielectric lines that cross the molecular boundary a value intermediate between

Ei, and ex,~ according the to the prescription,
E = (8)

ciE + (1- a)ext,

where a is the fraction of the grid line that was in solvent. In trial runs without

smoothing, the center of each grid line determined which of the two dielectrics

was assigned to it. For all calculations on 14GC, the grid spacing was 0.85 A/grid-

unit.

To test the numerical calculation method implemented here, comparisons

were performed with a simple model that was also solved analytically. Values

for a system of two charges, q, and q2, separated by a distance x, with q,

constrained to be at the center of a low-dielectric sphere of radius R and dielectric
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Ei, in a solvent of dielectric e,,, and zero ionic strength, were obtained from

Kirkwood (1934) and Davis and McCammon (1990).

AGectrsttatic l _ q912 + (q1 +q 2 )2 (en - et

e.,x 2RE~,e,,i

+ 2 (n+l)( forx < R
2E, n= R2"+'(e,(n + 1)+ nEi,)

q2•+ q1
2 (1 1

eCxx 2Re,• sext ,in

q22(ext - Ein) M n- R2n+1
+ .2 _(e- ) 2n+2 n. . forx > R

2eet .= x (E (n +)+ nE,)
(9)

Notice the first term is these equations is the Coulomb's law interaction energy

between the charges. The force on each charge is of equal magnitude and

opposite direction; it was obtained for the off-center atom as q2 -• (where E is

the electric field vector), while the force on the central atom has additional terms

because it "creates" the dielectric boundary (Davis and McCammon, 1989; Sharp,

1991). For either charge, the magnitude of the force is therefore:

Felectrostatic qlq 2  q2 2 n(n + 1)(Ein - e, )x 2-1 for x < R
Ein x Ei, n=1 R (ext (n+l)+ nei,)

=qq 2 + q 2 (ext - Ein) n+3 + 1)R for x> R (10)
SexX 2  ext n=1 x (ext(n + 1) + nEi)

For DelPhi calculations in which q2 was outside the sphere, the grid energy for

each charge was canceled separately using three DelPhi calculations for each

solvation energy.

Phosphate-phosphate repulsions in protein-DNA complexes

The NMR structures of the ETS1 (PDB code 1stw; Werner et al., 1995a) and

SRY (1hry; Werner et al., 1995b) protein-DNA complexes were obtained from the

Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) and used for the bent

DNA-protein complex structures in Fig. 1. The structure of the DNA alone was

extracted from these complexes and used for the bent-DNA geometry.
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Coordinates for the B-DNA structures for each operator were generated using

Quanta as they were for 14GC. For the geometry of the hypothetical unbent

DNA-protein complex, the B-DNA was placed contacting the protein in a

manner analogous to the (center of the) bent complex. Specifically, the central

nucleotides (for ETS1, nucleotides 208-210; for SRY, 4, 5, 12, and 13) were aligned

by minimizing the RMS deviation with the corresponding nucleotides in the B-

DNA, while the protein remained unmoved. This caused some overlap of the

protein and the DNA, but since only intra-DNA interactions were calculated

here, this was not problematic.

The CHARMM all-atom radii for the protein atoms were used (version

6.4; see MacKerell et al., 1995), but no atoms in the protein were assigned charge

and the protein was assigned a dielectric of 4. The phosphate-phosphate

interaction energies for each structure were calculated using DelPhi and Eq. 6 by

charging each phosphate in turn. There were 14 phosphates in the SRY complex

and 32 in the ETS1 complex. A single set of dummy atoms (arranged in a cube

outside the molecules) was used for each complex to ensure reproducible

placement on the grid. The final grid spacings were 1.11 A/grid-unit for the ETS1

complex, and 0.87 A/grid-unit for SRY.

Results

DNA minimization

Energy minimizations on a 14-base pair length of DNA

(d[GCGCGCGCGCGCGC]2) using the CHARMM all-atom parameters (MacKerell

et al., 1995) were performed starting from a B-DNA structure but varying the

electrostatic scheme used. The default electrostatic non-bonded interaction

scheme (a switched cutoff between 8 and 12 A and e=1) was tried, as well as E =1,
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e=4, e=r, and e =4r, all with no cutoff. The e=4 and e =4r calculations were done

for consistency with the continuum model used here, where the interior

dielectric was 4. Only the e =4r minimization reached a structure similar to the

B-DNA double helix (mass weighted RMS for all atoms = 1.86 A, for the central

eight nucleotides = 1.30 A). The other calculations either reached a minimum

whose RMS deviation from the starting structure was greater than 2.5 A and had

considerable distortions from a regular double helix, or were terminated after the

RMS deviation from the starting structure exceeded 10 A. Similar

minimizations performed on a d[ATATATATATATAT] 2 B-DNA structure with

e=4r and no non-bonded cutoff produced a minimum with an RMS deviation

from B-DNA of 2.0 A, while the other energy functions again produced larger

deviations.

The 14GC structure from this E=4r energy minimization was used for

subsequent analysis and normal-mode calculations. The RMS gradient was less

than 10- 5 kcal/(mol-A). The minimum was virtually symmetric, with a pseudo-

two-fold rotation axis running through the central major and minor grooves, as

shown in Figure 2. The overall structure was somewhat shorter than idealized

B-DNA (distance between terminal guanine N1 atoms = 41.2 vs. 44.1 A). The

major and minor grooves were also slightly wider than idealized B-DNA

(average and standard deviation of six central major groove P-P distances (e.g.,

6A-7B) = 18.7±0.1 vs. 17.6 A; central ten minor groove P-P distances (e.g., 9A-10B)

= 12.3±0.3 vs. 11.5 A). The twist (rotation of one base pair relative to the other

around the helical axis) per base-pair step was near the idealized B-DNA value of

360 except near the termini, which were slightly overtwisted.
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Normal modes of DNA

At this 14GC minimum, the normal modes of the DNA were computed by

diagonalizing the mass-weighted second derivative matrix calculated with the

same CHARMM parameters and e=4r with no non-bonded cutoff. The

frequencies of the 2640 normal modes are shown in Figure 3. There were no

negative eigenvalues, indicating that a local minimum rather than a saddle

point was located on the energy surface. The lowest six frequencies were

essentially zero (less than 0.01 cm -1) and correspond to the three overall rotations

and three overall translations.

A brief description of the motion corresponding to each of the 20 lowest-

frequency modes is given in Table 1. Motion along these low-frequency modes

corresponded to global deformations, such as twisting, bending, and rocking large

sections of DNA. It should be noted that motion along each mode is

energetically equivalent in both the forward and backward directions; that is, an

infinitesimal bend toward the central major groove along mode 7 requires the

same energy as a bend away from it and towards the minor groove. For

convenience, Table 1 describes only one of these directions, which will arbitrarily

be called the forward or positive here. The motions for two of the modes -

mode 10, a twisting mode, and mode 16, which opened and closed the whole

minor groove - are shown in Figure 4. In both cases, as for all low-frequency

modes, the bases remained well stacked and paired, with some flexibility arising

from propeller-twisting (rotation of one base relative to its partner along their

long axis) and base buckling (bending of a base pair at a hinge perpendicular to

and through the base-pairing hydrogen bonds), while the backbone moved more

freely. It is also interesting that, although a uniform cylinder would have two

degenerate "bending" modes, in all the low-frequency modes of 14GC bending
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occurred along an axis passing through the major and minor grooves, and never

along the axis perpendicular to this and the helical axis.

The lowest frequency mode, numbered 7 because it has the next smallest

eigenvalue after the six translations and rotations, corresponded to a smooth

bend - not a kink - along the whole length of the DNA. Motion along the

mode compressed (or expanded) the minor groove and expanded (or

compressed) the major groove in the center of the structure. The smooth, un-

kinked bend allows a smaller loss of base-stacking interactions per degree of bend

(Calladine and Drew, 1992). As this mode represents the easiest way to deform

the 14GC minimum, the lowest energy internal motion, it will figure

prominently in the subsequent analysis. Changes in the inter-base pair roll

(tilting of one pair along its long axis relative to the other) for motion along the

forward direction of this mode revealed large negative rolls in the center and

smaller positive rolls near the termini; the sign change is due to the fact that

positive roll indicates compression toward the local major groove. This

correlation between roll and overall bend in DNA was first suggested by

Dickerson et al. (1983). However, while other modes involving bends had large

rolls at the appropriate points of the bend in the structure, the converse was not

true - a large roll did not always create a bend (mode 10, for instance, had large

rolls). This highlights the difficulty in using any single inter-base pair or similar

parameter to describe bending in DNA structures. Furthermore, concerted

motion of the sugar-phosphate backbone was usually much larger than the local

distortions of the bases and more often gave - by visual inspection at least - a

better indication as to the type of motion the mode or combination of modes

involved.

A number of inter-base pair parameters changed in an alternating fashion

for several of the modes. That is, certain parameters changed one direction for
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CG base steps and in the opposite for GC steps. This was true, for example, for

rise (increasing the base-pair separation along the helical axis) in mode 7 and for

twist in mode 10. This alternation ensured that the GC (purine-pyrimidine)

steps remained better stacked in the course of the twisting or bending than the

CG steps, presumably because of the greater overlap and hence higher base-

stacking van der Waals energy of GC steps. Note that this difference in overlap

exists in idealized B-DNA as well. Statistical analysis of bending in crystal

structures reveals a similar flexibility of pyrimidine-purine steps relative to

purine-pyrimidine steps (Suzuki and Yagi, 1995; Gorin et al. 1995).

Electrostatic interactions in free DNA

Continuum electrostatic methods were used to calculate the effect of

solvent on the electrostatic interactions in the 14GC structure. The solvent-

screened, effective electrostatic interactions between groups of atoms

(phosphates, riboses, and bases) were calculated according to Eq. 6. These values

were reduced from their Coulomb's law magnitudes due to the shielding effects

of the high dielectric solvent and the ionic strength of 0.145 M.

As an example of typical DNA values, the strongest total interactions

between the three groups of nucleotide 7A and the other groups of the 14GC

structure are given in Table 2. Note that the charge distribution in this

CHARMM parameter set puts a charge of -1.2 on each phosphate, +0.2 on each

ribose and 0.0 on each base. Only groups within the immediate vicinity of the

nucleotide had significant interactions with it. The strongest interaction was

between the bases of the 7A-8B base pair; this was due not only to the highly

favorable arrangement of hydrogen bonds but also to the relative solvent

inaccessibility of the bases, which limits solvent screening. For more solvent-

exposed groups, particularly the phosphates, the solvent was very effective at
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screening the interactions. The largest interaction energy between two

phosphate groups was only about 1.0 kcal/mol, even though the strict Coulomb's

law interaction with a dielectric of four was about 18 kcal/mol. Hence the

phosphate-phosphate interactions did not dominate the electrostatic structure of

free DNA in solvent, and stronger interactions were observed for groups closer

to one another that were less solvent-exposed, even though these groups carried

a smaller formal charge. Note that, with the exception of the interactions within

the 7A nucleotide itself, the solvation energy had the opposite sign and was of

lesser magnitude than the coulombic energy.

To investigate the phosphate-phosphate repulsions further, the

interaction energies between the phosphate groups throughout the DNA

structure were computed and are listed in Table 3. Part a shows the coulombic

interaction between pairs of phosphates, which was maximal (about 17-18

kcal/mol) for nearest neighbors on the same strand. Coulombic interactions

across the minor groove (e.g. 8A-11B or 9A-10B) were about 9.5-10 kcal/mol,

while those across the major groove (5A-8B or 6A-7B) were about 6.4 kcal/mol.

The solvent-screened total interactions are listed in part b. Again these show

very effective screening; the maximum total interaction was still between nearest

neighbors on the same strand but only about 1.0 kcal/mol, followed by

interactions across the minor groove (0.25 kcal/mol), then interactions of second

neighbors on the same strand (0.15 kcal/mol), and then interactions across the

major groove (0.1 kcal/mol). These small interaction energies persisted even at

zero ionic strength, as shown in part c, where the nearest-neighbor interactions

are about 1.4 kcal/mol, the minor-groove interactions about 0.55 kcal/mol, and

the major-groove interactions about 0.3 kcal/mol.

Effective dielectric constants are a measure of the strength of solvent

screening between groups. For pairs of phosphates in the 14GC structure at zero
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ionic strength, the effective dielectrics ranged from about 50 for nearest neighbors

on the same strand to above 100 for phosphates on opposite sides of the DNA.

Values across the minor groove were about 70 and across the major groove were

about 85. The effective dielectric (without salt) acting between phosphate 4A and

the other atoms in the 14GC structure is shown in Figure 5. Atoms near the

phosphate had low effective dielectrics while those far away or on the opposite

side of the molecule had higher ones. The effectiveness of solvent screening

depended not only on the solvent exposure, but on the precise geometry between

the two groups and the dielectric boundary. Moreover, neither the length nor

the solvent exposure of an imaginary line drawn between a pair of groups gave

an indication of the value of the effective dielectric between them. For example,

the effective dielectric between atoms separated only by low-dielectric interior of

the DNA (e.g., phosphate 4A with phosphorus atom 11B or 12B, near it but on

the other strand in Fig. 5) was higher than some more distant atoms separated by

intervening solvent (e.g. phosphate 4A with phosphorus atom 6B or 7B, across

the major groove from it). Finally, salt only increased the effectiveness of

screening, particularly for long-range interactions, and the effective dielectrics

between distant or exposed groups in the presence of salt was in the hundreds or

thousands (not shown).

It may seem strange that the effective dielectric constant predicted by

continuum solvation methods for many interactions in DNA can rise above 80,

the value of the external dielectric. This is possible even for spherical systems

(like the one solved analytically here) when the charges are very close to the

dielectric boundary, where they interact favorably with (at least) their own

reaction field. Honig and coworkers have previously found this effect (Jayaram

et al., 1989; Friedman and Honig, 1992; Sharp et al., 1990). The effective dielectrics

in DNA calculated here match the values in these studies well, and for the cases
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here where the effective dielectric was greater than 80, the total interaction

energy between groups was quite small, less than 0.1 kcal/mol.

Although the above results were for the 14GC minimum structure,

calculations performed on the idealized B-DNA conformation revealed similar

phosphate-phosphate interaction energetics. The only significant difference was

that the same-strand, nearest-neighbor phosphate-phosphate interaction energy

was about 15% higher in the B-DNA structure, because the groups were slightly

closer (this strong repulsion may have been a driving force in the

minimization). But the effectiveness of solvent screening resulted in a small

magnitude for cross-groove inter-phosphate interactions (0.25 kcal/mol for the

minor groove; 0.1 kcal/mol for the major), and the only interactions greater than

0.3 kcal/mol were again between nearest neighbors on the same strand.

Accuracy of finite-difference forces

While the efficacy of using numerical, grid-based methods like DelPhi to

calculate electrostatic free energies has been well documented, their ability to

calculate electrostatic forces on atoms by finite differences is less clearly

established. To prove the feasibility of this, results from a DelPhi finite-

difference force calculation were compared to the exact results for a simple

system that was solved analytically (Eq. 9 and 10).

The system consists of two charges of magnitudes 0.3e and -0.3e, one of

which is centered in a low-dielectric sphere of radius 6 A and the other a distance

x away. The force on each atom was calculated numerically by taking small

(±0.001 A) steps in three orthogonal directions (none of which was on the line

connecting the atoms), calculating the total electrostatic energy for each

geometry, and then computing the finite-difference force using Eq. 5. Note that

moving the central atom also moves the dielectric boundary since it remains at
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the center of the sphere. As shown in Figure 6, the finite-difference forces

reproduced the analytical values well for this system. The direction of the finite-

difference force was on the line connecting the atoms, as the analytical solution

demands. Part a shows the excellent agreement in magnitude when fine grid

spacing was used, and b shows a good match even at coarser spacing than used

here for DNA. Parts c and d show the effects of not using smoothing (see

Methods) to calculate the solvation energies for the finite-difference forces.

While in each case the force on the off-center atom was well calculated, the force

on the central atom was wrong unless smoothing was used. The representation

of the dielectric boundary without smoothing on the discrete grid is very rough,

and hence the small changes in the boundary's location caused by the ±0.001 A

steps go unnoticed by the program (unless a new grid line happens to get

incorporated or left out of the moving sphere). The force computed without

smoothing for small step sizes, then, is only the q E term of the force, which is

correct for the off-center atom since it is the only term for that atom, but incorrect

for the central atom, the force on which has other terms because it creates the

dielectric boundary (Davis and McCammon, 1989; Sharp, 1991). In DNA there

are no free charges (like q2), so smoothing was used for all subsequent

calculations.

Forces due to docking a neutral protein to DNA

The force caused by binding a "generic" protein - a 10-A radius low-

dielectric sphere with no partial or formal charges - to the DNA structure was

computed by finite differences along each low-frequency normal-mode direction.

Two dockings were computed, one with the protein in the major groove and one

with it in the minor groove, as shown in Figure 7. The center of the protein was

10 A from the helical axis in either case. The change in the total electrostatic
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energy caused by the change in shape of the dielectric boundary was computed

for the 14GC structure. The DNA was then moved a small step along each

normal mode and the above change in energy re-computed. The finite-

difference force along each normal mode was then obtained using Eq. 5. Note

that the coulombic component of the force (Eq. 4) for these dockings was exactly

zero, since only a change in the shape of the boundary was made.

As an example, the data for calculation of the force for the minor-groove

docking along mode 12 is shown in Figure 8. In part a, the change in energy

caused by the docking is plotted for various forward and backward step sizes

along the mode. The steps were taken such that the maximum distance any

atom moved was controlled (and is the abscissa in Fig. 8), which required

weighting the normal-mode step by a factor. Dividing these energy changes by

the step size (via the weighting factor) gave the force along mode 12, in units of

energy per unit-step along the mode. The value of this force for various step

sizes is shown in part b. The finite-difference force was constant for a range of

step sizes, and similar consistency was found for the force along other modes, so

a maximum single-atom movement of ±0.05 A was used for all subsequent

calculations.

The force calculated in this manner along the each of the lowest 50 modes

(excluding the translations and rotations) for the major- and minor-groove

dockings is shown in Figure 9a. Many of the modes had no significant

component of the force in their direction, while a few modes had large

projections. The minor-groove docking produced significant projections along

modes 7, 9, 12, 16, and 18, all with negative magnitudes. Thus, docking the

hydrophobic sphere in the minor groove caused a force along the following

combination of directions: bending away from the minor groove (mode 7),

closing the major groove at the center and bending the termini away from the
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helical axis (mode 9), opening the minor groove at the center and closing the

major groove (mode 12), opening the whole mirnr groove (mode 16), and

opening the minor and major grooves at the center (mode 18). All of these force

projections act to open the minor groove in the middle of the DNA, where the

protein was docked. The corresponding force for the major groove was smaller

in magnitude than that for the minor groove and generally had the opposite sign

along each mode, with significant components along mnodes that open the

central major groove.

The vector sum of these projections clearly revealed the nature of the

protein-docking force. For either docking, the force opened the groove where

binding occurred by pushing apart the DNA backbone near the protein, moving

it nearly parallel to the helical axis, as shown in Figure 10. The backbone atoms

near the termini and the bases had little or no component of the force, in

comparison. The displacement of solvent around the DNA by the protein

lessened the solvent's screening effect, increasing in particular the strength of the

phosphate-phosphate repulsions. These repulsions, as well as the favorable

energy to be gained by better solvating the backbone, gene ,'ated the drive to push

the two strands of the backbone apart, opening the appropriate groove. Because

more backbone atoms were buried by docking in the mi.Lor groove than in the

major (Fig. 7b vs. 7d), the force caused was correspondingly greater.

Because the potential energy near equilibrium may be approximated to

first order as harmonic along each of the normal modes, the initial response of

the DNA to the above forces may be grossly approximated by dividing each

projection by the mode's eigenvalue (~ frequency 2). This is equivalent to treating

the DNA as though it were held together by springs (pulling in the normal mode

directions), which counter the docking force by expanding or contracting until

the force along each mode is zero. Figure 9b shows the responses to the minor
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and major groove dockings along the lowest 50 modes. As the frequencies rise

with increasing mode number, only the very lowest modes had significant

projections in the response. For the major groove, modes 7, 9, 10, and 12 had

positive projections, while the minor groove had nearly the opposite, with

modes 7, 9, 12 and a few others having negative magnitudes. In both cases, mode

7 dominated the response, leading to a clear conclusion: the docking of the

protein in a groove of the DNA and consequent displacement of solvent created

a force which caused the DNA to bend away from the protein. This follows from

the fact that bending was the easiest way (lowest frequency) to open the groove,

relieving some of the increased phosphate-phosphate repulsion and better

solvating the backbone. The minor groove docking caused a stronger magnitude

response than the major, about 2.5 times as much.

Figure 11 shows the vector sum over the lowest 50 modes of the

projections of these responses. Each groove opened in the middle of the DNA,

primarily by bending away from the hydrophobic sphere. This is most easily

recognized at the termini in parts b and d. The severity of the distortions (not

the magnitude in Fig. 11., which is arbitrary for display) for the minor groove

docking reveals some of the potential for conformational change in DNA when

the screening effects of solvent are reduced. That is, the primary effect of

propagating the relatively local force (that opens either the major or minor

groove) through the somewhat stiff DNA structure was to produce a more non-

local bend.

The effect of salt on the force for the minor-groove docking was also

examined. The projections of the force along the lowest 50 modes were

calculated under four conditions: at zero ionic strength, using the linearized

Poisson-Boltzmann equation at 0.145 M salt concentration, using the non-linear

equation at 0.145 M but taking (incorrectly) only the first term in Eq. 7, and using
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the correct total energy for the non-linear equation at 0.145 M. As shown in

Figure 12, the force along each mode under each of these conditions was nearly

identical. Trial calculations for other forces produced similar agreement. Hence,

the use of the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation was valid for the

calculation of these forces along the lowest modes, since the effect of salt is

minimal. Previous studies have found other contexts in which the use of the

linearized equation was justified for DNA (Friedman and Honig, 1992; Zacharias

et al., 1992).

Forces due to adding a charge into the docked protein

The force due to the introduction of a charge of magnitude +le at the

center of the hydrophobic sphere representing the docked protein was calculated

along the lowest 50 normal modes. Figure 13 shows this force for both the

major- and minor-groove binding proteins. The force for the major groove

protein had large components along modes that close the major groove, and the

reverse was true for the minor groove, which again produced a stronger effect.

The vector sums of the projections over the lowest 50 modes (without the

translations and rotations) for these two forces are shown in Figure 14. The effect

of charging the protein is clear: because the positive charge was quite buried in

the center of the protein, its introduction created strong attractive coulombic

interactions with the phosphates, which the solvent did not screen completely.

This caused a force pulling the DNA backbone buried inside the protein toward

the added charge and buckling the nearby base pairs. The vector sum of the

responses along the lowest modes bent the DNA towards the protein for both

cases (not shown).

The force due to adding a charge of +1 in the center of either protein was

smaller than the force due to docking that neutral protein, but the two were
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generally opposite in sign along each mode. Docking the hydrophobic protein to

the minor groove generated forces that tended to bend the DNA away from the

protein, while introducing positive charge generated forces in essentially the

opposite direction. Furthermore, the force for the introduction of charges of

larger magnitudes was also calculated, and there was a roughly linear

relationship between the size of the added charge and the magnitude of the

projections of the force; that is, a charge of +4 caused four times the force of a +1

charge (results not shown). Thus, introducing a charge of about +1.5 to +2.5 into

the center of the protein nearly exactly cancels the force of docking the neutral

protein, so the overall force caused by docking the model protein here with a

charge of about +2 would be small. This was true for both major- and minor-

groove dockings. Docking a protein with a smaller charge at its center would

bend the DNA away from it, while docking one with a larger charge would bend

the DNA towards it. While the exact placement of the charges within the

protein presumably affects the precise nature of the overall force of docking, it is

interesting that the charge on the protein necessary to overcome the effects of

displacing solvent was so small.

Forces due to neutralizing phosphates in the DNA

The force caused by directly neutralizing various sets of phosphates in the

free DNA was also calculated using the lowest 50 modes as a basis. For this, the

radii were unchanged, but the total charge on each selected phosphate group was

reduced from -1.2 (CHARMM charges: P=1.5; 01P, 02P= -0.8; 03', 05'= -0.55) to

-0.2 (P=0.0; 01P, 02P=0.0; 03', 05'= -0.1) thus making the nucleotide uncharged

overall (MacKerell et al., 1995). Four sets of phosphates were neutralized, as

shown in Figure 15: four across the major groove, four and six across the minor

groove, and two adjacent on the same strand. The two components of the force
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- coulombic and solvation (Eq. 4) - were calculated and are shown for each

neutralization in Figure 16. The coulombic or solvation force projections

individually were of comparable magnitude to the force of docking the

hydrophobic protein, but their sum and thus the total force was very small for all

of the neutralizations.

The coulombic forces for the major- and minor-groove four-phosphate

neutralizations shown in parts a and b had projections along many of the same

modes as the docking of the major and minor groove binding proteins (Fig. 9),

but these were generally in the opposite direction. Thus, this component of the

force for neutralizing the four minor-groove-spanning phosphates had

projections along directions that close the minor groove; Figure 17 (parts a and b)

shows the vector sum of this component over the lowest 50 modes. Loss of the

phosphate-phosphate repulsions caused a force that collapsed the groove by

motion of the backbone parallel to the helical axis, buckling the central base pairs.

Even the termini experienced some noticeable force, revealing the long-range

nature of electrostatic interactions. The vector sums of the forces for the other

cross-groove neutralizations also tended to close the appropriate grooves (not

shown). Interestingly, the coulombic force of the same-strand neutralization

acted to close a groove as well - the minor - as shown in Figure 17 (parts c and

d). The neutralized phosphates were affected by the loss of coulombic

interactions with their minor-groove partners more than the loss of the major-

groove interactions. The un-neutralized strand experienced the larger force in

this case, towards the neutralized phosphates as well as the helical axis.

Excluding the 1-2 and 1-3 bonded interactions from the calculation of the

coulomb force, as is done in many molecular mechanics force fields, was found

to have essentially no effect on the projections along the lowest normal modes,

as shown in Figure 18. Both forces were calculated with no non-bonded cutoff
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and a dielectric of 4. Only for some modes higher than about 90 does the

exclusion of these local interactions affect the projection, and the coulombic

component of the forces for other neutralizations revealed similar results.

However, the solvation effects nearly canceled the coulombic forces. The

total forces, in fact, were so small that they were within the calculated error for

most mode projections. To understand this, consider that while the unfavorable

coulombic interaction of a phosphate with its minor-groove partner was large

(about 9.5-10 kcal/mol; see Table 3), the solvation component of that total

interaction energy, i.e. the favorable interaction of the phosphate with its

partner's reaction field (Eq. 6), was also large (about -9.25 to -9.75 kcal/mol),

leaving a total interaction of only about 0.25 kcal/mol. Thus, the loss of these

small total interactions did not create a large force.

The vector sum over the lowest 50 modes of the total force for each

neutralization did not act to open or close the grooves, but instead acted locally to

rearrange the phosphates relative to nearby riboses and bases (not shown), due to

the loss of these closer and stronger interactions (see Table 2). The response to

these forces was also very small and difficult to analyze, but was mostly local in

nature and did not involve bending the DNA toward or away from the

neutralization. Thus, relative to the forces of solvent-displacement or addition-

of-charge during protein binding, the force of direct phosphate neutralization

was small and did not open or close the DNA grooves or cause the molecule to

bend in any consistent direction.

Solvent displacement in the association of protein-DNA complexes

The phosphate-phosphate interaction contribution to the electrostatic free

energy change due to binding two actual proteins to both straight B-DNA and the

bent DNA conformation in each complex was calculated. The sums of the
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solvent-screened inter-phosphate electrostatic interactions for each corner of the

thermodynamic bending/binding cycle of Fig. 1 are listed in Table 4 for both the

ETS1 and SRY complexes. All the totals were positive, since each phosphate had

a charge of -1.2 in this parameter set, and they repelled one another.

Docking the proteins to DNA displaced solvent and consequently

increased the strength of the phosphate-phosphate interactions due to the loss of

screening. However, the increase was much greater for the B-DNA docking

compared to the bent-DNA. The DNA in the complexes adopts a structure that

minimizes the burial of the phosphates - by opening the minor groove and

bending away from the protein - which in turn reduces the increase in their

mutual repulsion upon docking. The last column in Table 4 lists this difference;

that is, it shows the electrostatic "assistance" the proteins' presence gave the

DNA in adopting the conformation seen in each complex. Of course, only the

effect on the phosphate-phosphate interactions was computed. Still, the amount

of energy was large (-17.0 kcal/mol for SRY, -14.4 for ETS1), and the distortion of

the DNA made the dockings of both complexes more favorable.

It was also interesting that the phosphate-phosphate contribution to the

bending of the free DNA was slightly favorable for SRY (-0.9 kcal/mol) and quite

favorable for ETS1 (-7.9 kcal/mol). For SRY, the average nearest-neighbor-

phosphate separation in complex was only slightly smaller than B-DNA (P-P

distances and standard deviations: 6.3±0.4 A vs. 6.50 A), and for ETS1 this

average was larger (6.8±0.3 A). Both complexes have drastic openings of the

minor groove (P-P distances: 17.5±1.5 A for SRY, 18.9±0.6 for TBP, 11.46 for B-

DNA). Thus, for SRY the increase in nearest-neighbor interaction energy was

offset by the nearly complete loss of cross-minor groove repulsions, and for ETS1

both interactions are reduced, making the overall distortion favorable.
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Discussion

We have presented a method to calculate the electrostatic force on a DNA

structure caused by protein binding or phosphate neutralization. The internal

flexibility of the DNA was included by way of its normal modes, along the lowest

of which the components of the various forces were computed. This revealed

the direction and relative magnitude of the forces. While the resultant forces for

protein docking were local and involved opening the DNA groove contacting

protein, the response to this force due to the vibrational properties of DNA was

predominantly a bend. Moreover, computations on actual protein-DNA

complexes showed that the coupled bending-binding events can result in savings

of 15-20 kcal/mol in contributions to the bending energy through reduced inter-

phosphate repulsions. Of course, there are significant non-electrostatic forces

that can distort DNA on protein binding which were not studied here.

The observation that docking a hydrophobic model protein into either the

major or minor groove of the DNA can create an electrostatic force that bends

the DNA away from the protein has been made by Travers (1995) and Werner et

al. (1996), who suggested this force may be at work in several minor-groove

binding complexes in which the DNA bends away from the protein. The raising

of the "local dielectric constant" in the groove caused by the presentation of

primarily hydrophobic residues by these proteins to the DNA was posited to be

the source of minor-groove widening and bending. A study by Elcock and

McCammon (1996), which combined continuum solvation with molecular

mechanics for internal deformations, also found DNA distortions similar to

those described here. The approach of a large model protein was simulated and

found to cause a dramatic opening of the minor groove, allowing better

solvation of the phosphates - an "induced fit" of the DNA to the protein

binding surface, completely of electrostatic origin. The authors reported no
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bending of the DNA, perhaps because their model protein covered half a helical

turn of the minor groove, as compared to the more lateral docking of the smaller

protein model studied here.

Evidence of the strength of the electrostatic force driving this fitting came

from calculating the sum of the phosphate-phosphate interaction energies for

two protein-DNA complexes. The displacement of solvent by binding the

proteins increases these repulsions, but much more so for straight B-DNA than

for the conformation of the bent DNA in each complex. The difference was

significant, about 15 kcal/mol. Since the solvent-displacement is required for

binding, it is interesting that these complexes use it to their advantage in

distorting the DNA. The energy for this bending comes from the loss of

solvation energy of the phosphates, and must be overcome by non-electrostatic

contributions to binding or by favorable electrostatic interactions between the

protein and DNA, neither of which was calculated for the complexes here.

We also found that adding positive charges to the model protein in either

groove created a force that acted to close the groove and bend the DNA toward

the protein, thus opposing the force due to solvent displacement. Therefore,

binding a model protein with charge in its center could cause little or no bending

if the two electrostatic forces balance out. A charge of only +2e was enough to

mostly cancel the solvent-displacement force in both the major and minor

groove. Further experiments to examine this relation between the total charge

on the binding protein and the extent of DNA bending might prove interesting,

and these could perhaps be performed utilizing protein charge ladders (Gao et al.,

1996).

However, we also found that direct neutralization of the phosphates (i.e.,

substitution with neutral isosters) did not cause a large force that would bend or

distort the DNA, a confusing result in light of the work on asymmetric
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neutralizations by Strauss and Maher (1994). These authors substituted neutral

methylphosphonate analogs (Miller and Ts'o, 1987) for the six minor-groove-

spanning phosphates in Fig. 15c and found via electrophoretic gel-shift phasing

experiments that the DNA bent towards the neutralization. The authors

described this for several DNA sequences, none of which was the one used here.

We find, however, that the solvent (in the continuum model) is very effective

in screening the cross-groove phosphate-phosphate electrostatic interactions -

total interactions across the minor groove of only 0.25 kcal/mol per pair - and

this would seem to limit the possibility of DNA bending caused by the loss of

such interactions. It is possible that continuum electrostatics overestimates the

extent of solvent screening in DNA, either because of lack of atomic detail of the

water near the molecule, the use of the CHARMM charges and radii here, or

perhaps because dielectric saturation is not accounted for (Warwicker, 1994). It is

unclear from the present study what value of an effective dielectric between the

minor-groove-spanning phosphates would be required for bending upon

neutralization; but for the force to be comparable in magnitude to the force of the

hydrophobic model protein docking, a very low value (4-20) would be needed

(see Figs. 9 and 16). It is also interesting to note that contribution of the

phosphate-phosphate interactions to the electrostatic energy change of the drastic

bending seen in the ETS1 and SRY complexes was favorable, stressing the

weakness of long-range interactions in DNA immersed in continuum solvent.

On the other hand, it is possible the bending seen experimentally has non-

electrostatic origin or may not be as great as the phasing experiments predict.

The authors do note a dependence of the magnitude of the bend on the type of

counterion in the buffer solution, strong evidence electrostatics is important for

bending. But both crystal structures of very short pieces of DNA (Szab6 et al.,

1993; Han et al., 1990) and molecular dynamics simulations (Hausheer et al.,
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1990) suggest a difference in DNA with one stereoisomer (R or S) of

methylphosphonate compared to the other, which could have electrostatic or

non-electrostatic origin. Strauss and Maher do not specify which isomer or if a

mixture was used in their study. Moreover, asymmetric neutralization could, as

the authors point out, affect the anisotropic flexibility of the DNA, complicating

the interpretation of gel-shift phasing studies. The extent of solvent screening as

the DNA moves through the polyacrylamide gel is also unknown, but could be

less than in free solution, perhaps affecting the bending.

Additional experiments might prove interesting. First, a selective

synthesis of different diastereomers of methylphosphonated DNA and

measurement of their bends compared to the unsubstituted DNA would help

reveal the effects of the neutralization as opposed to stereospecific distortions.

Second, the extent of bending caused by neutralization of phosphates on one

strand should also be significant, since this removes interactions across both the

minor and major grooves; neutralizing the second strand (across the minor

groove) only removes the interactions with the next major groove.

Third, a study of the twisting of substituted DNA might probe our finding that

the interactions of nearest neighbors on the same strand are much larger than

cross-groove interactions; a possible scheme would substitute every other

phosphate on each strand, which removes all nearest-neighbor interactions.

Finally, an X-ray crystal or NMR study of a large piece of substituted DNA would

test the conclusions made from the gel-shift experiments, and also provide

another (supposed) intrinsic bend for the ongoing comparison of these structural

methods with gel-shift studies in estimating DNA bending (e.g., Dickerson et al.,

1996).

The use of normal modes with e=4r is not entirely satisfying since

continuum methods were used for calculating the electrostatic forces. The
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prohibitive computational cost of minimizing and calculating the second

derivatives on the combined CHARMM-DelPhi energy surface necessitated this,

but these limitations are quickly being overcome, as the study by Elcock and

McCammon (1996) demonstrates. Nevertheless, for the minimum structure, use

of the normal modes effectively filtered out distracting local motion and gave

the global character of the forces examined; this property of normal modes has

been used to analyze trajectories for proteins in molecular dynamics simulations

(Brooks et al., 1995; Janezic et al., 1995a, b). A consequence of this is that finite-

difference forces may be calculated only along relatively few modes, as opposed

to in every direction for each atom. For comparison, we examined the vector

sum of the projections of the coulombic component of the forces of the direct-

phosphate neutralizations (which were calculated in Cartesian coordinates and

projected onto the normal modes; see Methods) over the lowest 25, 50, 75, 100,

150, 200, 500 and all 2640 of the normal modes; it was found that less than about

50 modes were enough to characterize each force's general action, and inclusion

of modes greater than about 200 began to confuse things, with positively charged

atoms moving in the opposite direction as their negatively charged neighbors.

Furthermore, the projections of the response to these forces dropped off quickly

with increasing mode number. The projections along modes 50-100 of the total

force of the minor-groove six phosphate neutralization as well as the minor

groove hydrophobic-protein docking were also calculated by finite differences,

and similar conclusions reached for these forces.

We calculated the modes of the 14AT sequence of DNA as well, and found

qualitative similarities with the 14GC modes. Though the exact frequencies were

different in 14AT, modes were found that closely matched the motion of modes

7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 and 16 for 14GC. Smooth-bending mode 7 was still the lowest-

frequency internal motion. This suggests a certain DNA-sequence independence
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to many of the lowest modes. However, these modes are also the ones for which

the harmonic approximation of the potential energy is weakest. For that reason,

care should be used in interpreting the initial responses to the forces presented

here (which used these frequencies in calculating their magnitudes), for while

their overall character was frequently clear, their exact details might change with

DNA sequence or with different energy parameters.

Conclusion

The electrostatic energies and forces involved in DNA bending and

binding to proteins were calculated and analyzed in the continuum model.

Docking a hydrophobic protein in either the major or minor groove of DNA was

found to create a force which opens the groove and starts to bend the DNA away

from the protein. Examination of the docking of the ETS1 and SRY proteins to

their operators revealed that the bending of DNA away from these proteins

made the phosphate-phosphate contribution to the electrostatic energy of

binding significantly more favorable, confirming the importance of the above

force in actual protein-DNA complexes. However, this effect was overcome if a

positively charged model protein was docked instead, and only a relatively small

amount of charge was enough to bend the DNA back toward the protein if it was

deeply buried. Finally, due to the very effective solvent screening predicted by

the continuum model, interactions between phosphate groups across the

grooves of DNA were found to be small in magnitude; hence, asymmetric

neutralization of these phosphates was found to cause only a very small and

local force on the DNA structure.
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Table 1. 14GC Normal Modes

mode # frequency symmetry I  description 2,3

(cm- 1)

1-6 < 0.01 - overall translation and rotation
7 1.43 sym large bend in xz plane towards minor

groove (-x axis), opening the major groove
in the middle.

8 1.52 anti two-hinge bend in yz plane, with the hinges
about 1/4 and 3/4 of the way down in the
helix, opening the minor groove at one
terminus and the major groove at the other

9 2.29 sym termini tip inward toward the z axis and
twist, opening central major groove slightly

10 3.13 sym untwisting that opens major groove at
center and elongates helix

11 3.23 anti termini rock, closing the minor grooves
near them

12 3.96 sym rocking of backbone, closing the minor and
opening major groove near center, and
closing the minor grooves near termini

13 5.29 anti twist, which opens major groove near one
terminus and closes it near the other

14 5.77 sym skewing of whole helix in yz plane
15 6.38 anti terminal riboses rock, opening minor

groove of one terminus and closing it near
the other

16 6.54 sym contraction along helical axis that closes
whole minor groove at once

17 6.84 anti two phosphates (A7 and B21) rock
18 6.86 sym closing of major and minor grooves near

center and opening of minor grooves near
termini

19 7.10 anti riboses near termini rock and middle skews
in yz plane

20 7.24 sym riboses near termini rock

1 "Symmetric" modes preserve the pseudo-two-fold symmetry axis running through the central
major and minor grooves, while "anti-symmetric" modes break this.
2 For convenience, let the z-axis be the helical axis and the positive x-axis point towards the

central major groove. Note that the direction in the xy plane of the major and minor grooves rotates
as one moves along the helix.
3 Since the motion represented by each mode is harmonic about the minimum structure, only the
positive (forward) direction along each mode is described.
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Table 2. Dominant electrostatic interactions in 14GC

The total energy and components (in kcal/mol; see Eq. 6) of the interactions
between nucleotide 7A and the rest of the DNA are shown. All nucleotides were
divided into three "groups": the bases (Gua: 15 atoms, total charge=0.0; Cyt: 12
atoms, total charge 0.0), the ribose rings (13 atoms, total charge = 0.2) and the
phosphates (5 atoms, total charge -1.2). The interactions whose total energy was
greater in magnitude than 0.15 kcal/mol are listed, with a positive number
signifying a repulsion. The numbering for the nucleotides is shown in Fig. 2.

interaction coulombic solvation total energy
energy energy (kcal/mol)

gua7A - cyt8B -5.228 1.196 -4.032
gua7A - phos7A -2.032 0.774 -1.258
ribo7A - phos8A -6.256 5.115 -1.141
phos7A - ribo6A -6.453 5.276 -1.177
phos7A - phos6A 18.013 -16.985 1.027
gua7A - gua7B 2.093 -1.081 1.011
phos7A - phos8A 16.937 -16.025 0.912
gua7A - ribo7A -0.682 -0.066 -0.749
gua7A - ribo8A 0.523 -0.094 0.429

phos7A - cyt6A 1.462 -1.051 0.411

gua7A - gua9B -1.033 0.674 -0.359
phos7A - ribo7A -3.640 3.969 0.329
phos7A - phosl2B 9.472 -9.260 0.212

gua7A - phos9B -1.293 1.085 -0.208
phos7A - gua9B -1.304 1.098 -0.206
phos7A - cyt8A -1.898 1.718 -0.180
phos7A - phos9A 9.532 -9.360 0.172
phos7A - phos5A 9.504 -9.335 0.168
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Table 3. Phosphate-phosphate interactions in 14GC.

(a) The Coulomb's law (e=4) interaction between pairs of phosphates in the
DNA. Note each phosphate has a total charge of -1.2 in this parameter set.
(b) The total interaction energies at 0.145 M ionic strength for pairs of phosphates,
calculated with continuum electrostatic methods according to Eq. 6.
(c) Total interaction energies at zero ionic strength, calculated with continuum
electrostatic methods according to Eq. 6.
The molecule is essentially two-fold symmetric, so the interaction energy of 4A-
5A virtually equals that of 4B-5B, and 4A-5B virtually equals 5A-4B. The
numbering for the nucleotides is shown in Fig. 2.

4A 5A 6A 7A 8A 9A 10A 11A 12A
4A -
5A 18.19 -
6A 9.08 17.00 -
7A 6.56 9.50 18.01 -
8A 5.20 6.54 9.02 16.94 -
9A 4.62 5.46 6.55 9.53 17.88 -

10A 4.31 4.78 5.18 6.53 8.97 16.91 -
11A 4.05 4.42 4.59 5.45 6.54 9.64 17.85 -
12A 3.99 4.29 4.26 4.76 5.16 6.57 8.96 16.89

4B 4.26
5B 5.24 6.51
6B 5.92 6.81 6.26
7B 6.83 7.31 6.36 6.45
8B 6.24 6.32 5.74 6.09 6.38
9B 6.38 6.46 6.13 6.70 7.49 8.55

10B 5.70 6.04 6.37 7.44 9.41 9.93 9.37
11B 6.16 6.66 7.40 8.33 9.58 7.99 6.62 5.06
12B 6.41 7.37 9.13 9.47 8.94 6.52 5.17 4.20 3.64
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Table 3 continued

4A 5A 6A 7A 8A 9A 10A 11A 12A

4A -
5A 1.03 -

6A 0.14 0.94 -

7A 0.05 0.17 1.03 -

8A 0.02 0.05 0.14 0.91 -

9A 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.17 1.02

10A 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.14 0.91 -

11A 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.18 1.01 -

12A 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.14 0.89 -

4B 0.02
5B 0.04 0.09
6B 0.06 0.09 0.06
7B 0.10 0.12 0.06 0.05
8B 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.04

9B 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.14

O1B 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.20 0.24 0.21

11B 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.22 0.13 0.07 0.02

12B 0.04 0.08 0.19 0.21 0.19 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.00

c)
4A 5A 6A 7A 8A 9A 10A 11A 12A

4A -
5A 1.48
6A 0.46 1.32 -
7A 0.30 0.49 1.45

8A 0.21 0.28 0.46 1.33 -

9A 0.18 0.22 0.30 0.50 1.44 -

10A 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.28 0.46 1.32 -

11A 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.22 0.30 0.50 1.42 -

12A 0.19 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.28 0.45 1.31 -

4B 0.22
5B 0.29 0.40
6B 0.34 0.41 0.33
7B 0.41 0.43 0.30 0.28

8B 0.33 0.30 0.23 0.23 0.25

9B 0.31 0.28 0.23 0.25 0.32 0.41

lOB 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.32 0.52 0.58 0.57

11B 0.23 0.25 0.32 0.40 0.55 0.43 0.35 0.24

12B 0.26 0.32 0.50 0.55 0.53 0.34 0.25 0.18 0.15
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Figure 2. The 14GC minimum structure, viewed down (a) the central
major groove and (b) the central minor groove (a 180 degree rotation about
the helical axis). Colors show the numbering of the nucleotides.
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Figure 2. The 14GC minimum structure, viewed down (a) the central
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Figure 4. Two normal modes of 14GC. Mode 10, which untwists and elongates
the helix is shown from two views in (a) and (b), while mode 16, which closes the
whole minor groove and shrinks the helix is shown in (c) and (d). For each picture,
the unmoved DNA structure is purple, while the structure after a large step (the
atom moving farthest moves 5 Angstroms) in the positive direction along the
normal mode is red.
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Figure 5. Effective dielectric constants in 14GC. Two views (a) and (b) show
the effective dielectric between phosphate group 4A (highlighted with the
arrow) and the rest of the atoms in the 14GC structure, color-coded according
to the legend.
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Figure 7. Protein dockings to DNA. (a) and (b) show two views of the
model protein, a 10 A radius hydrophobic sphere, docked to the 14GC
structure in the major groove while (c) and (d) show the minor groove
protein. The spheres are cut away in (b) and (d) to reveal the atoms of
14GC inside them.
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Figure 8. Force of minor groove docking along mode 12. (a) The energy
change caused by the docking of the model protein is plotted for various step
sizes along mode 12. The data from each of 11 rotations is shown with dotted
lines, while the average and twice the standard deviation of the mean of the
slopes of these calculations is shown with solid lines. The x-values are the
maximum distance any single atom moved, and the y-values are shifted such
that the unmoved energy for each rotation is zero. (b) The force along mode
12 for various step sizes. The negative of each energy change from part a
divided by the step size gives the force according to Eq. 5. See text for details.
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Figure 10. Forces of protein docking. Two views of the vector sum over the
lowest 50 modes of the force for the major groove docking are shown in (a)
and (b), and the minor groove docking is in (c) and (d). For each picture,
the unmoved DNA is in purple, while the structure after a large step (the
atom moving farthest moves 5A) is taken the direction of the appropriate
force is in red.
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Figure 11. Response to protein docking. The vector sum over the lowest 50
modes of the response to the major groove docking is shown in (a) and (b),
and the minor groove docking is in (c) and (d). For each picture, the unmoved
DNA structure is shown in purple, and the structure after a large step (atom
moving farthest moves 5A) is taken in the direction of the appropriate response
is in red. See text for definition of the response.
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Figure 12. Salt effects on the force of the minor groove protein docking. The
projection of this force along the lowest 50 modes was calculated at zero ionic
strength (far left value for each mode), at 0.145M by solving the linear
Poisson-Boltzmann equation (second from the left), and at 0.145M by solving
the non-linear equation and computing only the first term in Eq. 7 (second
from the right) and all terms from this equation (far right) for the total energy.
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Figure 13. Force and response of charging the docked protein. (a) The force
projected along the lowest 50 modes caused by adding a charge of magnitude le
to the center of the major groove protein (circles, slightly left of the x-value) and
the minor groove protein ("x"s, slightly right). (b) The response to that force.
Error bars are twice the standard deviation of the mean of 11 calculations.
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Figure 14. Force of addition of charge to the docked protein. The vector sum
over the lowest 50 modes of the force for adding a charge of magnitude le to the
center of the major groove protein is shown in (a) and (b), and the force the minor
groove is in (c) and (d). For each figure, the unmoved DNA structure is in purple,
and the structure after moving a large step (atom moving farthest moves 5A) in
the direction of the appropriate force is in red.
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Figure 15. Phosphates chosen tor neutralization in 14Mt. (a) tour
phosphates across the major groove. (b) four phosphates across the minor
groove. (c) six phosphates across the minor groove. (d) two phosphates on
the same strand.
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Figure 16. Forces of phosphate neutralizations. Each plot shows the
average coulombic (circles, slightly left of the x-value), solvation ("x"s,
slightly right), and total (diamonds) force caused by phosphate
neutralization along the lowest 50 normal modes. The four different
neutralizations (a), (b), (c), and (d) are shown in Fig. 15. Error bars for the
solvation and total forces are twice the standard deviation of the mean of 11
calculations, and the projection of the coulombic force onto the normal
modes is exact and has no error.
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c) Forces from minor groove 6 phosphate neutralization
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d) Forces from same strand 2 phosphate neutralization
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Figure 16c and 16d. For legend see part a.
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Figure 17. Coulomb forces of phosphate neutralization. The vector sum
over the lowest 50 modes of the coulombic component of the force created
by neutralization of the four minor-groove phosphates is shown in (a) and
(b), and the force of the same-strand two phosphate neutralization is in (c)
and (d). For each figure, the unmoved DNA structure is shown in purple,
and the structure after a large step (atom moving farthest moves 5A) is
taken in the direction of the appropriate force is in red.



Force of minor groove 4 phosphate neutralization
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Figure 18. Coulombic forces along the lowest normal modes. The
coulombic force of neutralizing the four minor groove phosphates is
projected onto the normal modes. The projection when 1-2 and 1-3
nonbonded interactions are excluded from the force is shown with 'x', and
the projection with all interactions included is shown with '+'.
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